
Lilac
T H E  B E S T  B U N N Y

W I T H  L I S A  T R U D G E T T



Lilac the best bunny

Let Lisa guide you through the steps to make adorable Lilac i

W I T H  L I S A  T R U D G E T T

80g White Modelling Paste
40g Pale Accent Colour
10g Bright Accent Colour

You will need…

Body
Make a teardrop shape with 30g of the white modelling paste for the body. Using a
stitching tool mark up the middle of the body and insert a skewer down the centre of
the body, as shown.
For each foot you will need 3.5g of white modelling paste, roll into a ball then shape
into a tear drop, flatten slightly, flick up the rounded end and shape into the rabbit’s
feet, glue these onto the body.
Roll 1.5g of white paste into a ball and attach it to the back of the rabbit for its tail.
Using a scriber tool to texture the bunny's tail.



25g of white modelling paste rolled into a ball and flattened slightly. 
Use a large ball tool to make 2 indentations, do not go too deep, then use a smaller
ball tool to make two smaller holes in the indentations for the eyes. 
Add a small amount of water/glue and insert a black sugar ball into each hole for the
eyes.
Shape the snout with 1.5g of white modelling paste, using the stitching tool mark the
middle of the snout and attach to the face.

The head  

start with 3g for each one, roll into a ball and then a sausage shape slightly flattened
off at one end, this end will join to the body at the shoulder.
Once the arms are attached use a veiner tool to make marks in each arm at the
elbow 

Arms



Roll out the lighter accent paste, use an impression mat to emboss a pattern of your
choice into the paste. Use a large round or shaped cutter to cut out a base for the
bunny to sit on.

The ears are made up of 3g of white modelling paste and 1.5g of the bright accent
paste.
Roll into sausage shapes tapered at each end, press down to flatten each one
slightly.
Place the coloured paste on top of the white and press together.
Glue each ear into place on the head.

Ears

Roll out some bright accent
modelling paste, cut 2 small
circles for the feet. Make 6 small
balls and add to the feet.
Add a nose and small bow to the
head.


